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THE
KING

COLLECTORS’ FAVOURITE URS FISCHER ISN’T A
PAINTER, BUT THAT DOESN’T STOP HIM MAKING
HIS MIXED-MEDIA WORK IN A PAINTERLY MANNER
words JONATHAN T.D. NEIL

URS
FISCHER’S ART is self-involved in the way that thirteenyear-old girls are, which may not be a bad thing. Its behaviour is immediate and often without
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measure, like a Newtonian psychology: all action and reaction on a flat surface. Though his pluralist
output is now far from its developmental stages – indeed, his is a fully mature practice of tenplus years – it remains developmental nevertheless, which is to say sensitive to its environment
and wary of exposure. ‘Innocent’ is perhaps too freighted a word to describe it, too virtuous.
Better would be ‘not yet visibly damaged’, in the way that neuroses lie dormant in adolescence:
virtual, and thus real, but not yet symptomatic, and thus beyond our epistemic reach.
The problem with neuroses is that they imply depth, and Fischer’s art, for all its
creative energy, is not very deep, though it may tempt the unwitting critic to think it so. Hence
the reason much of the literature to date has invoked, as artistic forebears of Fischer’s, two names
more than others: Joseph Beuys and Bruce Nauman. On Fischer, Mirjam Varadinis, who organised
the artist’s show Kir Royal, at the Kunsthaus Zürich, wrote recently, ‘One cannot, nor does the
artist let us, escape the sense of unease that his work provokes. Shades of Bruce Nauman come
to mind and his idea of “an art that puts you on an edge…”’ Varadinis admits that Fischer’s work
does not court Nauman’s brand of anxiety, but the ‘unexpected experiences’ it
illuminates are apparently enough to put the audience beside themselves. Writing
on Fischer’s consistent fascination with chairs, which return again and again
throughout his work, Alison Gingeras, who gave Fischer a show at the Centre
Pompidou’s Espace 315, notes that ‘somewhere between the heavy symbolism of
Beuys’s Stuhl mit Fett (Chair with fat), 1963, and the casual functionality of [Franz]
West’s seating arrangements, Fischer’s chairs are not simple receptacles for the
human body. Instead they are like prosthetics for the psyche, and they have as
many variations as Fischer has moods and ideas.’
This is good criticism, not necessarily for what it says about Fischer’s
work, but because if perfectly reflects, if you’ll permit one further diagnosis, what
we might call a desire for the psychological, and the impasse of attaining it. Only
at the level of the most superficial stylistics or gross thematics does Fischer’s art
resemble Nauman’s or Beuys’s. It is a healthy art historical – or perhaps curatorial
– knee-jerk that sees defiled chairs such as Fischer’s set of three entitled Late Night
Show (1997) and believes Beuys’s fat and felt is lurking underneath. The same
could go for Moody Moments (2003), Fischer’s suppurating, viscous heads, which
would seem to echo the sculpted players in Nauman’s Ten Heads Circle/In and
Out (1990). (Admittedly, there is probably some credence to at least one such
connection, especially if we allow that the post-en-dash half of Nauman’s Shit in
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F I S C H E R
A P P R O A C H E S
PAINTING
IN
A
SCULPTURAL MANNER,
AS SOMETHING TO BE BUILT AND WORKED
Your Hat – Head on a Chair (1990) offers a most succinct description of Fischer’s
Untitled (Chair) (1997–2000); only, in the latter piece the chair has been turned
upside down, and the head on its side.) Varadinis and Gingeras no doubt want to
invest Fischer’s work with some psychic dimension; the problem is, it does not want
to accept this kind of investment.
Such an eschewal could be made even more evident if we were to
invoke the socially, and by extension historically engaged practices of Ed Kienholz
or Bruce Conner. But Fischer is not after this kind of affect, which stems from a
youthful awakening to, and burgeoning outrage with, the tragedies of the world.
Fischer’s work, in contrast, issues from the period just prior to such an awakening,
which is best described as one of adolescent play, that time of transition when
make-believe gives way to more well-formed stirrings of the imagination.
This is a time and a place lost to Nauman’s and Beuys’s work, which took the
machinations (or rather the mistakes) of the mind and of history as their starting
points; nevertheless, the time and place of adolescence is well travelled by two
different artists who may be claimed as Fischer’s more appropriate precedents:
Andy Warhol and Claes Oldenburg.
Though the Factory and its atmosphere of constant improvised creative activity
may serve as a kind of model for the way Fischer inhabits his own studio, it is Warhol’s prodigious
practice of drawing that best informs Fischer’s work. The Pop savant’s early drawings, particularly
those from his window days at Bonwit Teller, reveal an acute visual sensibility from which
semantics, along with draughtsmanship, are thoroughly evacuated. What remains is a kind of
facing page and above: Internal
automatic writing rendered figurative, equal parts arbitrary and sentimental. From a formal
Weather, 2000, mixed media on paper,
four drawings, each 42 x 29 cm. © the
standpoint, Fischer’s drawings, of which there are many, deal in the conventions of the cartoon
artist. Private collection. Courtesy
Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Zürich
and the comic strip, but like Warhol’s work, his diverse subject matter – sometimes sexual,
sometimes symbolic – is equally lacking in semantic import. For all of the apparent moodiness
and brooding conjured up in drawings such as the series Internal Weather (2000) – an empty
above right: Late Night Show, 1997,
mixed media. © the artist. Courtesy
outline of a head, an equally empty interior with an overturned table, a fist-to-chin image of a
Hauser & Wirth, Zürich and London,
and Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Zürich
thinker, a ponderous silhouette contemplating an urn – the overall effect remains distant and
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superficial, like pages from someone else’s scrapbook. The more bodily or sexual the imagery, as
with works like Empty Fox Hole Serenade (Part 1) (2001), which shows what looks to be a grey
shrivelled pear in possession of an anus, the more the works take on the cast of an adolescent
fascination with newly discovered taboos.
The layered, nearly collage character to many of Fischer’s drawings indicates that
perhaps there is more going on in them, formally at least, than first meets the eye. So we can take
Fischer at his word when he says that he “fetishises” the line, “all lines”. He no doubt recognises
that drawing and sculpture share a special kinship that keeps painting at bay, but this is not to
suggest that Fischer has no taste for painting. At the beginning of this past September, his new
studio, settled in amongst the warehouses in Long Island City, Queens, just across the East River
from Manhattan, appeared dedicated to the manufacture of little else. But Fischer approaches
painting in a sculptural manner, as something to be built and worked, and whose finished product
comes second to the procedures and materials – polyethylene, wax, clay, fruit, flour, sugar, silicone,
etc – that constantly threaten to overtake the work and the ideas which drive its genesis.
It is this approach to materials, and, at least for the sculptures, an aversion to
seamlessness, that finds Fischer in line with Oldenburg, particularly the Oldenburg of the early
1960s – less the happenings and more The Store (1961–3). Fischer’s sculptures don’t develop
the kind of dialogue between art and the then-burgeoning consumerism that underpinned
Oldenburg’s craft-based operation, but Fischer’s embrace of the diverse, the everyday, the
rough-hewn and the decayed, perfectly illustrated by such works
as Late Late Night Show (2001) or Good Good Breath (2002),
counters a strain of contemporary art production that traffics in
the aesthetics of luxury brands. Whereas Oldenburg’s Store-bound
works maintained if not the look and feel of real goods then their
general scale – he would alter the latter beginning in 1963, with his
first soft sculptures – Fischer often grows his objects to impossible
sizes. For Kir Royal at the Kunsthaus, Fischer introduced Bad Timing,
Lamb Chop! (2004), a billboard-size box of cigarettes intersecting
a chair made for a giant. (These themes first emerged in Fischer’s
Portrait of a Single Raindrop, a show at Gavin Brown’s Enterprise in
2003, where large cigarette lighters upended chairs – You Can Not
Win, 2003 – and balanced tables on their flints – You Can Only
Lose, 2003.) He grows pieces in other ways too, as when in works
such as Memories of a Blank Mind (2004) the projected shadows
of a suite of chairs become material and occupy the real space of
the room.
Such bigness is an aesthetic strategy designed to
make us feel small, or rather, young; it is a way of tapping into the
wonder that accompanies those novel experiences which are the
proper province of youth. Yet Fischer’s work remains strangely
devoid of that psychological or mnemonic dimension which would
unite his otherwise pluralist output, and neither is it clear whether
this quasi-Warholian hypomnesia can stand as a critical reflection
of contemporary conditions of art production or even the cultureat-large. There is a virtuosity to his art to be sure, but again, such
virtuosity belongs to the young, to abilities which it would seem
impossible for them to possess. At some point, virtuosity, like
novelty, wears off, either because another manic genius steps into
the spotlight or because the spotlight itself begins to exhaust the
creative impulse; or sometimes the kids just grow up.
Urs Fischer: ‘Oh. Sad. I See’ is on view at The Modern Institute,
Glasgow until 16 December
above: Chair, 2002, balsa wood, paint, motor, 82 x 42 x 42 cm.
© the artist. Private collection. Courtesy the Modern Institute,
Glasgow, and Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Zürich
left: Good Good Breath/Good Bad Breath, 2002, polyurethane, wire,
enamel, varnish and primer, 70 x 37 x 30.5 cm. © the artist. Private
collection. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s Enterprise, New York, and Galerie
Eva Presenhuber, Zürich
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